Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN TITAN'S 100TH MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$::looks at those around him--- and then the status of the shuttle::
XO_Teasley says:
::On the bridge::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::in sickbay on the Titan, drops his surgery gown into a nearby bin and picks up his padd of patients, walking over to the Captain's biobed:: CO: How are you feeling?
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$:: Sitting in the shuttle craft waiting for orders, geting his systems online::
SO_Rya says:
::On the Titan's bridge, still working on repairs at her station.::
OPS_Blace says:
::On the Bridge at Ops...feels centenial::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CMO: Wha ... what happened?
CEO_Beleares says:
::Enters Main Engineering, looking at the environment, seeing all of the fine officers performing their duties.::
XO_Teasley says:
OPS: Oh are repairs coming?
A-CMO_Utoo says:
::is in the USS Titan's sickbay trying to treat the crewmen::
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
#::is in Titan's ME making repairs::
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: saw the Titania flysout of the Shuttle bay ,tears of joy and anger start to flow::
OPS_Blace says:
::Checks on the status of the teams::
FCO_Jadahn says:
$::in the Titania, at his post::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::at the tactical console going over repair work on the weapon's systems::
CMO_Engstrom says:
CO: You took a rather nasty lump to the head, looks like a support beam or other blunt object... We relieved most of the pressure on your cranium, but you still have a rather nasty concussion.
OPS_Blace says:
XO: Teams 1-5 have completed repairs, but it looks like team 6 is having trouble repairing the breach on the aft section.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CMO: Dr, where is my Uniform ...
SO_Rya says:
::Powers up the science station again to see how the repairs worked.::
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: The anger surfaces more and a he throws a few PADDs off his Desk::
XO_Teasley says:
*CMO*: Doctor. How's the Captain?
CEO_Beleares says:
::Sierra Caruso walks up to Damian.::  <Caruso> CEO:  Chief, you've finally arrived.  ::she smiles.::
XO_Teasley says:
OPS: Ok, continue repairs.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::picks up medical tricorder and scans the CO, adjusting the level of drugs entering his system through the dural implant:: CO:  It was soaked with blood, we disposed of it and replicated you a new one, its lying next to your bed...
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Now that sensors are clear of jamming, powersources can be distinguished on the third planet.  There are also orbital batteries throughout the system.
CMO_Engstrom says:
*XO* Recovering, im just examineing the possibility of release now.
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$SO: Picking up anything?
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
$CEO:It's good to see you back repairs are procceding at a fast pace
A-AXO_Matt says:
::taps his comm badge::  $*A_CEO*:  Lt, I want you to get your best team back over to the Thomas and fix life support.  Wear enviromental suits if you have to, but, I want the Thomas livable by the time we get back.  Once you get life support back up, get more teams back over there to fix shields and weapons first, then, whatever other damage is left.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CMO: Dr.  If I might have so privacy ... I must tend to my ship
XO_Teasley says:
*CMO*: Alright. Make sure he is 100%
SO_Rya says:
::Watches as her station lights up and the sensor begin showing data.::
CEO_Beleares says:
Sierra:  Thank you Lieutenant.  You are my head assistant?
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: Sir there are plenty of orbital batteries in the system and there are powersources comeing from the third planet.
CMO_Engstrom says:
CO: If your feeling up to it, we can get you dressed and out of here, but I want you to report back if you suffer a greatly increased headache, or any disorientation, clear?
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
::sits up in the BIO BED
XO_Teasley says:
SO: Keep senor locks on all of the shuttles
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CMO: Yes Dr. ....
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$SO: Send it on to the Skree shuttles
SO_Rya says:
XO: Commander, sensors are showing power sources on the third planet, along with what appear to be orbital batteries throughout the area.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::begins pulling the privacy screen around the Captain's bed, then steps out of the screen and looks over to where Acadia's CMO is treating a crewman::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
::Gets up and slips into his uniform::
CEO_Beleares says:
<Caruso>  CEO:  Yes I am.  You should speak to the Chief Engineer of Arcadia Station, he can fill you in with details on what's going on.
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$A_AXO: Prepare for battle...
SO_Rya says:
XO: Aye sir.
OPS_Blace says:
::Taps commbadge:: *Team 6* Team 6, this is Lt. Blace. How is it coming?
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: he starts to calm down , then he think that he could gte a comm to the shuttle and then use his codes to shut it down::
CEO_Beleares says:
::Nods to Lieutenant Caruso and walks over to the CEO of Arcadia Station.::
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
$*A-CEO: Getting on it right away sir:: begans getting team together::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: Acknowledged Sir ::downloads the information to the Skree shuttles::\
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$FCO: Plot a course for the third planet
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CMO: If there is nothing else ... am I released?
XO_Teasley says:
SO: Begin ways to combat those battiers. and have the CTO help you.
SO_Rya says:
::Sets up a sensor lock on the Titania.::
CNS_Fletcher says:
::Thinks he better not::
CMO_Engstrom says:
A_CMO_Utoo:  Doctor?  Im Doctor Engstrom, Titan's Chief Med,  nice to meet you.
CEO_Beleares says:
A-CEO:  Hi, i'm the new Chief Engineering Officer on Titan... i presume, you are the CEO of Arcadia?
XO_Teasley says:
::reads over more damged reports::
FCO_Jadahn says:
A-ACO: Aye sir...plotting course
SO_Rya says:
::nods to Cmder. Teasley.:: XO: Will do.
OPS_Blace says:
<Team 6 Leader> *OPS* Sir, we have repaired the hull. We are just finishing up the interior corridor.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::turns back around:: CO: On the conditions I just named, yes ::makes a few marks on a padd, closing the CO's file::
A-AXO_Matt says:
$A_ACO:  Aye, Sir.
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: The information has been sent Sir.
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: gets up and leaves to go to Sickbay::
A-CMO_Utoo says:
::Looks up from a young man screaming in pain with his colar bone sticking out of the skin...Arman gives the crewmen a shot for the pain:: T-CMO: Pleased to meet you ::Sait not looking up::
OPS_Blace says:
*Team 6* Good. Report back to your posts when you have completed.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Skree shuttles begin to clear out the orbital batteries, making a path for the Titania.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CMO: What ever Dr.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
::Rushes out of SickBay::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: Sir, the Skree shuttles are taking out the batteries.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
*Bridge* I need an update STAT!
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
::Enter turbo lift::
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
$CEO: Yes I am and I woukd like to get to know you but I must take a team to the Thomas and start repairs on life support
XO_Teasley says:
*CO: Repairs are almost complete.
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: We have a clear path
SO_Rya says:
::Begins to try and analyze the orbital defenses.::
OPS_Blace says:
::Giggles to himself. Thinks: The captain said "Stat"::
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: sees the CO rush out of sickbay, and passes by him::
CEO_Beleares says:
::Nods::  A-CEO:  If you need any help from the Titan crew, notify me.
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$A-SO: Ok, keep scanning the surface... look for the cloak paint
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
*XO* I am on route to the bridge ... I want a complete update as soon as I am there
CMO_Engstrom says:
::looks at the door the CO just rushed through:: Self: Its a wonder that man hasnt cracked his head open before that.  ::clicks on his padd and moves to the next of his patients ready for discharge::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: Yes Sir.
XO_Teasley says:
*CO*: Will do.
XO_Teasley says:
::begins to comply a report together::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
::Arrives at the Bridge, and exits the TL::
SO_Rya says:
::Scanning the batteries to try to determine their capabilities.::
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
$:: takes teem and heads for transporter room::CEO: I 'll call you if I need any thing Thanks
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
Aloud: Status report ...
XO_Teasley says:
CO: Captain. We are near completed repairs They shoot off the senor pod.
CEO_Beleares says:
*OPS*  Can you give me a status report?
FCO_Jadahn says:
A-ACO: we will be in range of the orbital batteries in about 4 minutes
CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks over to a female crewman, who is still asleep after her surgery, checks her chart and alters the medication to a slightly lower level, hopeing to give her a chance to have some sleep that isnt drug induced::
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: arrives in Sickbay::
SO_Rya says:
CTO: Lt. Madson, could you assist me?
XO_Teasley says:
CO: We have launged the CNS's shuttle with the Skree shuttle.
OPS_Blace says:
*CEO* Uh...yes. ::A tad confused:: I'm Lt. Blace. YOu are?
A-CMO_Utoo says:
::With the patient properly drugged up, arman sets the collar bone and runs a bone regenerator over it. He then picks up a Dermal regenerator and replairs the skin::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
SO: No problem...what do you need?
CEO_Beleares says:
*OPS*  Your new Chief of Engineering, Ensign Beleares.
XO_Teasley says:
CO: To recover Skree stleah tech. Senors show a base protected by orbatil battires. on the third planet
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$:: Keeps sensors at max ::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::looks over at the door:: CNS: Counselor, nice to see you.
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$FCO: alright... ::looks at his new surroundings, fasinated by them, remembering his own project::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
XO, SO: have you explored options to repair or temp. replace the damaged sensor podd?
SO_Rya says:
CTO: I'm trying to figure out what kind of defenses they have in those batteries.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CTO: Weapon status?
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
#:: has repair team don envir suits and pepare to transport to the Thomas::
XO_Teasley says:
CO: We were just about to get to that.
OPS_Blace says:
*CEO* Ah, I see. Well, nice to meet you. The Titan took on minor damage but it has been repaired.
SO_Rya says:
CO: I'm sorry sir, I haven't been able to do so personally, but we have science teams working on it.
CEO_Beleares says:
*OPS*  As I have seen.  It looks like we have a fine engineering staff.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
XO, SO: make it happen ... one of shuttles is out there with the enemy
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$::watches a navigational display put us closer to the third planet::
OPS_Blace says:
*CEO* ::Laughing:: Yes, they are very speedy.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
*CEO* Status report on ALL Repairs
XO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir.
SO_Rya says:
CO/XO: Those batteries appear to be capable of inflicting a tremendous amount of damage. I'd recommend the shuttle try and avoid them at all costs.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: One orbital battery that was damaged fires on Titania.  There is minor damage.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::looks back at the surgery ward he just finished with as his last patient is wheeled into a spare bed::
XO_Teasley says:
::walks over to the SO station.
A-AXO_Matt says:
$::stands ready for battle, his phaser rifle in hand and setting up the different teams.  He activates a panel to look at sensor readings of the asteroids and the planet::
XO_Teasley says:
SO: Can e get the pod back on?
SO_Rya says:
CO: Aye sir.
A-AXO_Matt says:
$::shakes from the hit from the battery::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$A-AXO: Return fire, take that platform out before it fires again
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
OPS: I want a report on the ships power allocation, and I wanted it yesterday
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: grabs a tricorder and starts scan a Crewmen::
FCO_Jadahn says:
$::thinks "Aw man...thats not good..." and adjusts course so as to avoid any other instances like that::
CEO_Beleares says:
*CO*  Well Captain, since I am rather new to this ship and position... ::Checks status of repairs.::.. it looks like everything is coming together fine sir.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The repair teams beam over to the Thomas.
CMO_Engstrom says:
*XO* Sickbay reporting, status update,  All patients in stable to critical condition, no further casualties, and we dont appear to have any more surgeries pending.  Its as calm as its getting down here.
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$A-SO: Find the cloak yet?
XO_Teasley says:
*CMO*Ackknloegded.
SO_Rya says:
XO: Well, first we'd have to reattach it to the ship.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
*CEO* good ... continue your work
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: Not yet Sir, I'm still scanning.
CEO_Beleares says:
*CO*  Engineering out...
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
#::materilizes aboard the Thomas and gets team working on life suport ::
XO_Teasley says:
SO: WHat ::looks at the senors data:: It look like we can't attach it.
A-AXO_Matt says:
$A-ACO:  Aye, Sir.  ::takes control of the targeting sensors and weapons and fires back at the battery::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$:: Puts fulll scan on teh planets surface::
SO_Rya says:
XO: I  honestly don't think there's much we can do about the sensor pod right now.
OPS_Blace says:
::Scrambling to compile a short report for the captain::
XO_Teasley says:
SO:Agreed.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks over to annother patient, who was moaning slightly in her bed:: Yeowoman: Now now, shhhh ::picks up a hypospray and gives her 50 cc's nenoprenaline to help her sleep::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titania' s fire knocked out the battery
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$FCO: how are the Skree shuttles?
SO_Rya says:
XO: Sir, I think we should warn the shuttle about the batteries
OPS_Blace says:
CO: Aye...sir. ::Downloads the report onto a PADD::
XO_Teasley says:
CO: Sir. We have completey lost the senor pod. I put in a request to get another one while you were in sickbay
OPS_Blace says:
::Hands the PADD to the captain::
CEO_Beleares says:
::Looks over some reports from the last few hours.::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
XO: that is not good news
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: finshes scans and starts to fix the wounds and bone::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
FCO: what is our heading?
XO_Teasley says:
SO: The shuttle was it own senors. I am sure they see it.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: as all the shuttles near the third planet, the Skree veer off to an area of concentrated lifesigns.
SO_Rya says:
XO: I hope so sir.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks into his office with his padd, and begins working on the paperwork for the patients that have been discharged::
XO_Teasley says:
CO: No it isn't. I think we should go help the shuttles and take the Orion Base.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Skree contact Titania to inform the crew of the coordinates.
SO_Rya says:
XO: I don't think the Titania's been flown before though.
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: There are life signs on the planet
FCO_Jadahn says:
$A-ACO: The skree are entering an area with concentrated life signs
CEO_Beleares says:
Self:  Well... this looks interesting...
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
FCO<Cadel>: Set course ... for Orion Base ...
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CTO: Arm all weapon batteries
SO_Rya says:
::Sighs and returns to the problem the batteries.::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$ALL: Arm yourselves...  FCO: Take us in   AXO: fire on our way in
OPS_Blace says:
::Thinks: No, captain....not again::
FCO_Jadahn says:
<Cadel> CO: Aye sir....course set.....
XO_Teasley says:
CO: Premission to go down there and greet them with a phaser rifle?
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
FCO<Cadel>: Engage
FCO_Jadahn says:
$A-ACO:  Aye sir.....we're entering the area
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$:: Braces self ::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Skree battlecruiser's power output increases.
OPS_Blace says:
::Rolls eyes at the XO's attempt at humor::
FCO_Jadahn says:
<FCO Cadel> CO: Yes sir
CMO_Engstrom says:
::punches up the CO's chart and continues entering treatments and notes on his file, noteing that every single time he's been injured its been too the brain, not a good sign::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$::picks up a compression rifle laying conveniently near him::
A-AXO_Matt says:
$::targets the orbital batteries that are closing and fires at them::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
OPS: alocate as much power as you can to the forward shields
CEO_Beleares says:
Self:  Everything looks normal...   let's see if i can boost the ship's power output a little.
SO_Rya says:
XO: Permission to launch a probe at one of the batteries sir? I'd like to get a reading of the power they use.
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$:: Makes sure boot knife and phaser are in place::
OPS_Blace says:
::Tranfers power from the sensor pod's x-power source to the shields::
OPS_Blace says:
CO: Done.
XO_Teasley says:
SO: Sure. Be sure it's a class three probe
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: goes into engstroms office and takes a seat on the other side of the desk, and just thinks for a moment::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The shuttles are now within transporter range
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CTO: Once you are in range of the platforms fire at will
SO_Rya says:
XO: Aye sir. Thank you.
FCO_Jadahn says:
$::readies himself for whatever is in store for them::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: Sir we are in transportter range.
XO_Teasley says:
CO: Premission to lead a strike team down there?
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
#::gets emerency power back online and trys to bring life support back on line::
SO_Rya says:
::Prepares a class three probe and looks for a battery that is far away from the AT.::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$ALL: ok, let's transport down.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
XO: Take tactical
FCO_Jadahn says:
<FCO Cadel> ::hopes Apollo's training sessions will pay off::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$Yes Sir. :: Prepares self ::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Batteries from the planet's surface open up on the shuttles.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::Looks up at the counselor:: CNS: Can I help you?
XO_Teasley says:
CO: Yeah
XO_Teasley says:
::goes over to a tactial staion::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titania is hit.  Transporters and life support are knocked out
SO_Rya says:
XO: The batteries are firing on the shuttles.::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CTO: Once you are in range of the platforms fire at will
CTO and/or XO: Once you are in range of the platforms fire at will
XO_Teasley says:
SO: Oh breat
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Yes sir.
A-AXO_Matt says:
$::sees fire coming from the planet and returns fire at those coordinates::
SO_Rya says:
::Reads the data streaming in from the senor lock on the Titania.::
CNS_Fletcher says:
CMO:No I'm fine just needed a place to sit
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CTO/XO: Protect the shuttle!!
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The remaining orbital batteries n the system open fire on Titan.
XO_Teasley says:
CO: SIr shuttle have been hit. Recomend to increase speed
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: Sir the batteries on the surface have taken out our transporter.
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$::hears a lot of arms go off as the shuttle shakes... looks at Ops reports::
OPS_Blace says:
CO: The Titania won't be able to sustain much damage.
SO_Rya says:
XO: Life support is down!
FCO_Jadahn says:
$A-ACO: Sir....... ::takes the shuttle into evasive maneuvers::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::opens fire::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$FCO: I don't think we'll be heading down... evasive action, pattern Omega 1
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: And life support is down.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
FCO(Cadel): Evasive manuevers
XO_Teasley says:
::goes to hanmul fireing.::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Planetary defenses hit Titania again.  Thrusters are out and she's going down.
SO_Rya says:
XO: Permission to tractor the shuttle.
CEO_Beleares says:
::Looks over to a console and sees that systems are failing, goes over to the console and tries to compensate.::
FCO_Jadahn says:
$A-ACO: Aye sir.
XO_Teasley says:
SO: Do it
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
SO: Tractor the shuttle
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::returns fire to the planetary defense::
FCO_Jadahn says:
<Cadel> CO: Aye aye
A-AXO_Matt says:
$::tires to reroute power to get life support back up::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: We're going down!
SO_Rya says:
::Hopes the Titan can get close enough and attempts to catch the Titania in the tractor beam.::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$SO: We'll last ::eats words:: COMM: Titan: Titania to Titan... we need assistance, on the double
XO_Teasley says:
CO: Sir premission to go down to the base and take it out?
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::fires phasers some more::
SO_Rya says:
CO/XO: We're not close enough to lock onto them!
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
COMM: Titania: we are on our way
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$:: Tries to get the systems online::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$::stands up and heads for an Engineering panel::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan takes out many orbital batteries and sustains little damage
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
XO: Go ... take a security team
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::keeps on firing at the remaining orbital batteries::
XO_Teasley says:
CO: All right. I'll take two teams.
SO_Rya says:
CO: We can't get a transporter lock on them yet either.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::hears the recoil of weapons fire:: Self: What now...
A-AXO_Matt says:
$::sees the shuttle going down and tries to reroute power to the transporters to get them back online::
XO_Teasley says:
::runs off the bridge to the TR1 with sec teams::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$:: Tries to reroute some of the minor systems to the needed ones::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titania enters the planets atmosphere and the interior begins to get very warm.
OPS_Blace says:
CO: Sir, we're losing the Titania!
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
FCO(Cadel): Increase speed ... catch up with the shuttle
SO_Rya says:
CO: They're entering the planet's atmosphere.
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
#::tryes bringing main power back online::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks out of sickbay, just waiting for annother rush of new wounded::
FCO_Jadahn says:
$::hand touches some metal plating...Apollo jumps in surprise of the heat::
XO_Teasley says:
::arms the teams heavily::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::continues to fire phasers at the remaining orbital batteries::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: Sir, we're deceneding into the atmosphere.
FCO_Jadahn says:
<Cadel> CO: Aye sir.....We're coming in behind them now
SO_Rya says:
::Mutters a prayer for the Titania's crew.::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$FCO: Try to jetison something... maybe we can lessen our descent
CEO_Beleares says:
::Tries to boost the power to shields and weapons.::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
SO: are we in transporter range?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: As Titan increases speed, she ignores many batteries.  Those batteries get in some good shots and reduce the shields to 40%
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
SO: or tractor range
XO_Teasley says:
::tosses a phasre rilfe over his shoulder for good reason. ::picks up another rifle::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Shields down to 40%
FCO_Jadahn says:
$A-ACO: Aye sir....just a second...
CEO_Beleares says:
::Tries to increase power to shields.::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
OPS: boost power to the shields!
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::returns fire to the batteries::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Planetary batteries open up on Titan, but miss.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
*CEO* Keep those shields up!!!
XO_Teasley says:
*CO*: Sir, Strike team ready. We need to get into tranporter range
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
<CEO>
SO_Rya says:
CO: I'm still trying Captain, but we're not there yet.
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$::hates warm weather... attemtps to get some kind of propulsion working::
CNS_Fletcher says:
CMO:I'm going to the bridge to see what's up.
CEO_Beleares says:
*CO*  I'm already on it Captain.
OPS_Blace says:
::Boosts...some...power to the shirlds:: CO: Sir, considering everything, it may a good idea to beam the Titania's crew out and retreat!!
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
XO: First priority is to save the men on that shuttle ... then release the strike force
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$:: Tries getting power to teh thruster::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Reaction thrusters on Titania fire up.
CMO_Engstrom says:
CNS: Let me know, wont you?
CEO_Beleares says:
Alpha:  Let's go alpha team.. let's get some power to this ship..
XO_Teasley says:
*CO*: Aye sir.
A-SO_Washudoin says:
$ACO: Thrusters onlinme Sir.
A-AXO_Matt says:
$::tries to get the lower thrusters back online to slow down the decent of the shuttle::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::keeps on firing on the batteries::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$FCO: thrusters are back... get us up!
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan is now in range for transporters.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
FCO(Cadel): Get us there .... Get us ther ....
SO_Rya says:
CO: We're in range!
XO_Teasley says:
Stirke team: Get ready.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
SO: get them!!!
FCO_Jadahn says:
$A-ACO: Aye sir....I'm trying
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: starts to run out of sickbay and head to the TL:: TL bridge
SO_Rya says:
::Locks the transporters onto the Titania's crew and beams them to the Titan's TR.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
XO: Release the Assult Team
FCO_Jadahn says:
<Cadel> CO:  Yes sir
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
$AXO: Find a safe course to the Titan
XO_Teasley says:
::moves to the padd. Energive::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CTO: Give us cover fire ....
SO_Rya says:
::After the transport is complete, attempts to lock onto the shuttle with a tractor beam.::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Yes sir...
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Planetary defenses hit Titan just as she begins transport of Titania's crew.  The crew is retrieved except for Claymore.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan's shields are down to 30%
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::opens the phasers to wide beam and releases a full array of shots::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::looks out on the relatively quiet sickbay, waiting for a rush::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Shields down to 30%.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
SO: is the Crew of the Titania aboard
SO_Rya says:
CO: Sir, we have all except for the Thomas's ACO.
XO_Teasley says:
@::Beams down into the command central of the base::
OPS_Blace says:
::Thinks: Oh my god....this is not turning out to be a success.::
XO_Teasley says:
@::opens fire::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
SO: GET HIM!!!
SO_Rya says:
::Tries to locate Claymore's lifesigns.::
SO_Rya says:
CO: He's in the buffers. I don't recommend trying to retrieve his pattern until they've been repaired, sir.
XO_Teasley says:
@::fans out the strike team. Continues to fire::
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
#::Gets life support back up and informs team that enviro suits are not need now::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
SO: Get someone working on that
A-AXO_Matt says:
::looks around once again at the transporter pad of the Titan, cursing them for transporting them once more::
SO_Rya says:
CO: Aye, aye
FCO_Jadahn says:
::on Titan, looks around::
XO_Teasley says:
@::stirkes down two enemys::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CTO: Tactical status of the planet's defenses?
OPS_Blace says:
SO: I'm on it.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::sits down on a recently vacated biobed, glanceing around sickbay::
XO_Teasley says:
@::jumps an enemy::
SO_Rya says:
OPS: Thank you:: gives him a grateful look::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
:: Notices he's out of the shuttle and wonders why::
A-AXO_Matt says:
::looks around and doesn't notice the ACO and taps his comm badge:: *ACO*:  Sir, are you aboard Titan once again?
OPS_Blace says:
::Reroutes power from transporter pattern buffer control unit to his console::
SO_Rya says:
CO: We have the Titania within the tractor beam sir.
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: arrives on the Bridge::
XO_Teasley says:
@::continue's to fire::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
SO: bring her in
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
::has no idea where he is at... doesn't feel altogether::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
:: Walks up to AXO to listen ::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The strike team runs into heavy resistance from Skree troops.  They do not wear the same uniforms as Skroth's troops.
CMO_Engstrom says:
*CNS* Do we have any idea what is going on?
SO_Rya says:
::Is preparing to bring the Titania into the shuttlebay as the captain requested.::
OPS_Blace says:
::Tries to match Claymore's pattern from his last tranport to the pattern now in the buffer::
FCO_Jadahn says:
*CO* Sir...reporting for duty, what do you need me to do?
XO_Teasley says:
@::::grabs his other rifle. Max setting for stunn.::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::continues the phaser fire::
CNS_Fletcher says:
*CMO*: do I ever , I'm asking now
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CTO: where is the planetary defense reoprt I asked for?
A-AXO_Matt says:
*CO*:  Sir, do you have Commander Claymore up on the bridge with you?
SO_Rya says:
::Finds a place for the damaged shuttle and pulls it in.::
CMO_Engstrom says:
*CNS* Well it was worth a shot.
OPS_Blace says:
::Tries to beam him out again.::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: All orbital batteries have been cleared out and the planetary defenses have been powered down.
XO_Teasley says:
@::self:: A million bucks worth of weaponry. and I traded it all back for a lause can of RAID
CNS_Fletcher says:
SO: what is going on?
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
#::now that life support is back online, has team start on other repairs::
SO_Rya says:
CO: The batteries and defenses appear to be down.
XO_Teasley says:
@::Opens up with the two rifles::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
SO: Thank you!
SO_Rya says:
*CNS*: We've got the Thomas's ACO stuck in a transporter buffer and have brought your shuttle back onboard.
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
::wonders where he is at, continues to have a strange feeling, wonders what happened to the shuttle crew::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
AXO: Sir, What.....Why?
XO_Teasley says:
@::Other Titan crew open fire::
SO_Rya says:
::Briefly smiles.:: CO: You're welcome.
CEO_Beleares says:
::Is rushing around Main Engineering, trying to figure get things better.::
OPS_Blace says:
CO: Sir, I will not be able to get the ACO out until we have repaired that system, but I will keep an eye on his pattern.
XO_Teasley says:
@::grabs a grenede:: All: Fire in the hole ::toss it::
CNS_Fletcher says:
::looks at her::SO: no need for the COMM , i'm right here; where did you put the shuttle?
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
OPS: order a repair team to that system ... ASAP
OPS_Blace says:
CO: Aye.
FCO_Jadahn says:
*CO* Sir, shall I take over for Cadel now?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Teasley is hit by a Skree weapon in the left arm.  He is cut badly and his bone is showing.  The rifle in that hand is disabled.
SO_Rya says:
::Startled to hear Fletcher behind her, jumps, and turns around rapidly.:: CNS: Lt! I didn't see you. The Titania's in Shuttle bay 4.
XO_Teasley says:
@::flopes back:: Self: Oh betufil. ::grabs his other rifle::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
FCO: Go right ahead ...
Mr. Cadel: Good work
OPS_Blace says:
*Team 6* Loraine, I need your expertise again. Get to TR1. Begin repairs on the system and when the repairs are completed and the system is back online, notify me.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The grenade Teasley threw did not go very far as he was hit while he threw it.
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
::Calls out but doesn't get an answer back::
FCO_Jadahn says:
<Cadel> ::nods, and walks off the bridge::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
be = but
XO_Teasley says:
@::climbs back up and opens fire with the good rilfe::
SO_Rya says:
::Runs a sensor sweep of the third planet.::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CTO: start assembling more ground combat troups and take them down to the surface to aide the XO ... and complete our objectives
A-AXO_Matt says:
A-SO:  It appears that something has happened to Commander Claymore.  Help them out as much as you can to get him back.  ::leaves the transporter room and heads for a TL::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Skree troops begin to come under heavy crossfire.  The crossfire is from Skree weapons.
CNS_Fletcher says:
::laughs alittle:: SO: At ease , thank you :: and walks to the TL::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
CTO: start assembling more ground combat troups and take them down to the surface to aide the XO ... and complete our objectives
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Teasley gets off a couple shots before he begins to go into shock from the loss of blood.
CTO_Scott_Madson2 says:
CO: Yes sir.
XO_Teasley says:
@::looks then falls::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
A-AXO: Yes. :: goes to the transporter pad ::
CTO_Scott_Madson2 says:
::sends a signal to a group of standby officers::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The grenade never went off.
SO_Rya says:
::Wishes the counselor wouldn't sneak up on her like that, nods and goes back to her scan.::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
SO: Bio sign readings on the AT?
FCO_Jadahn says:
::arrives on the bridge, sits down at helm::
A-AXO_Matt says:
::enters TL::  TL:  Bridge.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The fire from the Skree troops stops.
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
::runs for a few minutes in one direction and decides that he hasn't gone anywhere at all::
CTO_Scott_Madson2 says:
::opens a panel and grabs two phaser rifles and a vest and takes off to the TR::
XO_Teasley says:
@::come out guys help me out::
SO_Rya says:
CO: I'm checking right now sir. ::Switches the scan from general to specific for the AT's lifesigns.::
CTO_Scott_Madson2 says:
::puts on the vest and charges the rifles::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
SO: Make it snapy I don;'t have a good feeling ....
OPS_Blace says:
SO: Are the ground batteries down?
CTO_Scott_Madson2 says:
::enters the TR and steps on the pad with the other officers:: Officer: Energize.
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
::stops running and decides to lay back and relax till something develops::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: One of the strike team tries to help Teasley, but he's not a medic and can only tie a strip of cloth around his arm.
SO_Rya says:
OPS: Yes -- as far as I can tell.
A-AXO_Matt says:
::leaves the TL and walks onto the Titan's bridge::
XO_Teasley says:
@::guys come on. I am dying here::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
:: Helps with repairs to the transporter::
SO_Rya says:
CO: Understood.
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: exits the TL and heads to ShB4::*CMO*: perpare for  more casulites
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
A-AXO: Mr Matt ... Take Tactical
XO_Teasley says:
@::still lying there. Dying::
CMO_Engstrom says:
*CNS* Roger that, were ready as we will ever be.
CTO_Scott_Madson2  (Transporter.wav)
Host Skroth says:
@COMM: Titan: Captain, we have secured the Orion base.  Your first officer is seriously wounded.
OPS_Blace says:
CO: Sir, I suggest we send a shuttle down onto the planet's surface. It may be a good back up in the fighting.
SO_Rya says:
::Locks onto Teasley's comm badge.::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
::smacks his face:: Self: Well, I'm pretty sure I am awake and I'm not dead... but that leaves billions of possibilities still
CNS_Fletcher says:
::Enters Shuttle bay 4 to see his shuttle with marks and blast holes::
XO_Teasley says:
@::think he hears Skroth. Not real sure because I am almost dead::
A-AXO_Matt says:
CO:  Aye, Sir.  ::moves over to tactical and familiarizes himself with the layout::  Sir, we could use one of our shuttles as a transporter go between.
SO_Rya says:
OPS: Are the transporters operational?
CTO_Scott_Madson2 says:
@::looks around and motions his officers to spread out::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
OPS: Lock onto the XO's life-signs and beam him to SickBay
CNS_Fletcher says:
::He drops to his knees, and looks at the damage in shock::
XO_Teasley says:
@::come on. I'm dying here::
CNS_Fletcher says:
Thinks: APOLLO !!!!!!!!!!
SO_Rya says:
CO: Working on it sir.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::watches the XO materialize in sickbay::  Self: Oh my... ::calls to medics and gets them to help him move the XO onto a crash table::
CTO_Scott_Madson2 says:
@::pulls up the sites on both rifles::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Teasley is beamed to Titan's sickbay.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
COMM: Skroth: Amb. Skroth. Thank you for your assistance, please coordinate your efforts with my Chief Tactical officer on the planet
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
#::ties aux genarators into the SIF and gets the SIF working::
OPS_Blace says:
CO: No can do, sir. The Transporters still aren't opperational.
SO_Rya says:
CO: The transport was successful sir. ::breaths a sigh of relief.::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::runs a medical tricorder over the XO, getting blood on his uniform from the XO's wounds::
XO_Teasley says:
::back on Titan hopes somone is checking on him::
CTO_Scott_Madson2 says:
@::looks at Skroth:: Skroth: Hello.  I am the CTO from the Titan.
Host Skroth says:
@::Sees Titan's CTO arrive from around the corner::
FCO_Jadahn says:
::hears something...like a yell...but realizes its just ship operations::
CNS_Fletcher says:
::he gets up and walks over to the shuttle::
SO_Rya says:
::Takes a deep breath to refocus herself.::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
::keeps repairing transporter::
XO_Teasley says:
::come on Doctor. I know your some where::
CNS_Fletcher says:
~~~~FCO:I'm going to kill you~~~~
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
COMM: CTO: I have just talked with the Ambassidor ... please coordinate your efforts with him
CTO_Scott_Madson2 says:
@Skroth: How can I assist you?
CMO_Engstrom says:
::pulls out a hypospray and swishes it on the XO's neck, injecting him with a blood clotter and a painkiller, then begins moving him towards the surgery bay:: Teasley: Calm down, we have you well in hand...
OPS_Blace says:
::Is getting a little disoriented with all of the things to focus on.::
SO_Rya says:
CO: The Skree transported Commander Teasley for us. Our transporters are still down.
CNS_Fletcher says:
~~~FCO:and I'ts going to hurt~~~~
Host Skroth says:
@COMM: Gabel: I see him.  We will be fine.  Out.
FCO_Jadahn says:
~~~CNS:  Not now....gotta work...you can cry about it later~~~
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
SO: very good then
CEO_Beleares says:
::Starts trying to fix up some of the systems on Titan.::  GT: Gamma Team, let's see if you can get those transporters back online.
XO_Teasley says:
CMO: You'd better hope so. doctor ::wuzzle and cloudy::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
::begins to whistle to help pass the time::
A-AXO_Matt says:
::scans the planet for any other Skree lifesigns that are not in the immediate area of the landing party::
CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: you've been shot a couple times, doesnt look too bad ::tries to keep the XO's head turned away from whats left of his arm::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Skroth mentions to the CTO that they think they know where the coating is.
SO_Rya says:
::Resumes scanning the planet's surface to try and find Orion lifesigns.::
CTO_Scott_Madson2 says:
@::motions to his troops to follow him::
CNS_Fletcher says:
::He walks into the shuttle and gets basic power back on:: ~~~FCO: you're going to do another counseling session again and soon~~~~
XO_Teasley says:
CMO: You always are a lusoy lier Dcotor. I know about the arm. Just get to fixed.
Host Skroth says:
@CTO: Follow us.  We'll have to break into a computer console if my suspicions are correct.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::injects the XO with a knock out drug, and lets him slump back on the cart, puts on a surgery gown and begins inspecting the wound site:: Nurse: Get him out of that uniform and clean the wound sites, lets see if the arm is salvageable first, if it isnt we can leave it and move onto the spine and ribs...
FCO_Jadahn says:
~~~CNS: Sorry....duty comes first~~~  ::decides to ignore all of the CNS's ramblings from now on::
CEO_Beleares says:
Officers:  Caruso, Pearson.. you're with me..
CTO_Scott_Madson2 says:
@Skroth: Yes sir.
XO_Teasley says:
::dremas again: The CMO operating on him; That's wondeful::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
::decides to sing instead of whistling "Somewhere beyond the sea", still lying flat and wondering what's going on elsewhere::
Host Skroth says:
ACTION: Titan's sensors detect the remaining pirates fleeing the planet in small shuttle-type crafts.
CEO_Beleares says:
::Goes to a data terminal, searching for the disturbance.::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::cleans off his equipment, and checks his assistants:: MedStaff: Ready?  Engage surgery support unit, give me a BP count and a respiration chart... then lets get to work.
A-SO_Washudoin says:
:: Keeps working on the trsansporter ::
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: gets Transporters back up on the shuttle::
XO_Teasley says:
::starts to have a slight out off body expiercne::
CTO_Scott_Madson2 says:
@::raises weapons and follows Skroth::
SO_Rya says:
CO: I'm reading several small shuttles leaving the planet's surface sir. They appear to be the pirates.
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
#::works on getting sensors back online now that SIF is stable::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
::decides he chose a bad song because he only knows the chorus, repeats it over again anyway::
CEO_Beleares says:
Pearson:  Let's try to stabilize the warp plasma coils..  they're off by a few microns.
A-AXO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, shuttles leaving the planet with Orion signs aboard.  We need to stop them as were still need to capture the leaders of the Syndicate.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::keeps an eye on the respiratory chart, and begins probing the XO's chest with a bone scanner, mapping out the chest injuries::
CEO_Beleares says:
::Has an engineering team working on transporters.::
SO_Rya says:
CO: Orders sir?
FCO_Jadahn says:
::awaits further instructions::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
FCO: Persuit course
CMO_Engstrom says:
::singing to himself:: Aloud: The hip bones connected to the, thigh bone, the thigh bones connected to the, knee bone, the knee bones connected to the, leg bone, now hear the word of the lord...
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
OPS: Hail the vessels
OPS_Blace says:
CO: Aye.
XO_Teasley says:
::Doctor quite poking me in the chest and fix my arm::
OPS_Blace says:
::Hails the fleeing shuttles::
CEO_Beleares says:
<Geleth> *CEO*  Chief, we've rerouted all non-essential systems to the transporters.
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO:  Aye sir......I'll take us right behind them....or would you rather us keep some distance?
CEO_Beleares says:
*Geleth*  Acknowledged.
Host Skroth says:
@::leads the team through a few corridors and to a lrge set of doors::
CEO_Beleares says:
*CO*  Captain, i have an engineering team trying to repair the transporters, we've rerouted all non-essential sytems to the transporters in an attempt to bypass the primary power conduits.
OPS_Blace says:
CO: No response.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::looks at the withered hunk of flesh that is all thats left of the XO's upper arm:: Med: Take a gene sample and get his genotype sample out of cryostorage, then ready the cloning laboratory for those muscles.. lets see about the bone first, if we replace it partially with a duranium inlay, we migth be able to salvage it...
A-AXO_Matt says:
::targets the shuttles engines and gets ready to fire on them when the word is given::
SO_Rya says:
::Gets the tractor beam ready, figuring they can try and grab the pirates that way.::
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
::decides that Tari is going to be throughly ticked off when he gets back::
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: he sits in the flight chair and starts get overly angered::Self: I didn't get a chance to fly you and I get you back like this.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
FCO: Takes right behind them ...
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Power to the transporters is restored, but won't hold long.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::watches med scurry off and picks up a laser scalpel, cutting away the charred remains of the muscle group and skin, to leave a nice fresh site for the transplant::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
:: Thinks to self: Yes ::
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Yesss sir....  We're right on their tails
OPS_Blace says:
::Sees the Transporter's status::
CEO_Beleares says:
::Notes that trasnporters are back online.::  *CO*  Captain, transporters are back online.. but..
XO_Teasley says:
::Doctor I would like my on arm back::
OPS_Blace says:
*CEO* Beam the ACO out of there!
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
A_XO: Fire a warning shot along there bow
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
*CEO* But what?
SO_Rya says:
::Hopes Claymore's still salvagable.::
CEO_Beleares says:
::Presses a few buttons on his console, trying to beam teh ACO off the Thomas.::  *CO*  They won't be online for long.
A-AXO_Matt says:
CO:  Aye, Sir.  ::retargets and fires a warning shot across their bow::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
OPS: Repeat the hail
XO_Teasley says:
::dotor hy don't you just use duck tape on my arm::
OPS_Blace says:
::Hails again:: CO: Aye.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Claymore is retrieved from the transporters, but feels quite dizzy.
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
::re-materializes flat on the floor singing... suddenly stops and stands then straightens his uniform:: All: Gentlemen ::looks around a moment:: I hope I haven't kept anyone waiting long. ::decides he stood too quickly and leans against the wall a moment::
CEO_Beleares says:
*CO*  Captain, the transport was successful.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The shuttles scatter even more.  They are within transporter range.
A-AXO_Matt says:
::retargets on the shuttles' engines once again, waiting::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
:: Looks at ACO and nods::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::watches the med arrive with the muscle sample, and gently sets it in the cloning solution, pushing 5 minutes on the fast grow display, then prods the XO's bone mass and begins cutting, making a nice even knotch to implant the replacement:: Med: We will need a quarter inch piece of stainless duranium, 99.7% pure at least...
CEO_Beleares says:
*CMO*  Beleares to Sickbay...  the ACO needs your medical attention.
OPS_Blace says:
CO: The shuttles are fleeing...I can beam the crew aboard, though.
SO_Rya says:
CO: Tractor beam's online -- shall I try holding them sir?
CNS_Fletcher says:
Computer :start system diagonastic s
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
A-SO: status? ::breathing a bit heavy::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
SO: engage the tractor
Host Skroth says:
@::enters the cargo bay and sees the containers with Skree coating in them::
SO_Rya says:
CO: The transporters also appear to be functioning.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
*CEO* Do you have Claymore?
A-AXO_Matt says:
*Security*:  Security to all transporter rooms on the double for possible enemy personnel.
XO_Teasley says:
::just sitting there watch the doctor operate on his normal body.
CEO_Beleares says:
*CO*  Yes Captain.. i'm relaying him to sickbay.. he doesn't look well.
SO_Rya says:
::Locks the tractor beam onto the tightest cluster of shuttles -- hoping to catch a few in one sweep.::
A-SO_Washudoin says:
A-ACO: I don't know bout the away team but things seem to be going better here, We got you out
CNS_Fletcher says:
:: it gives a sound of working and a list of downed systems show::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
OPS: Transport the crew of the shuttles to the brig
OPS_Blace says:
CO: Aye.
OPS_Blace says:
::Uses the weak transporters to beam the crews to the brig::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
*CEO* site-to-site transport Claymore
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The shuttles crews are transported to the brig just as the rerouted power fails.
OPS_Blace says:
CO: And there goes the transporters again.
CEO_Beleares says:
*CO*  Acknowledged sir.  ::Site to site transports Claymore to Sickbay.::
OPS_Blace says:
::Chuckles::
XO_Teasley says:
::Deciedes to get back into his body::
CMO_Engstrom says:
*CEO* A little bit busy here, contact Acadia's CMO, he can deal with his Captain...  
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Skroth and Madson recover the Skree coating and access the Orion computers.
CEO_Beleares says:
*A-CMO*  Ensign Beleares to Arcadia Medical.
CTO_Scott_Madson2 says:
@::quickly looking through the data on the computer in front of him::
XO_Teasley says:
::lays there waiting for the CMO to do his job::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The transprt of Claymore to sickbay is unsuccessful.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::finishes polishing up the bone spurs and frowns at the respitory chart:: XO: Dont you dare start dying on me now, ive only got 2 quarts of isopenol left and I dont like having people die when im in the middle of cutting them up.
A-SO_Washudoin says:
:: Watches ACO start to dematerialize then rematerialize::
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
*CMO* What is the condition of the XO
CMO_Engstrom says:
::hears a ding that indicates the first tissue sample is ready, and pulls out the long piece of muscle, placing it on a tray, then picks up the replacement bone spur, and begins welding it into place in the XO's arm::
OPS_Blace says:
::Thinks: Well, this wasn't too bad.::
XO_Teasley says:
::trys to breath. not paying attetion to the CMO::
SO_Rya says:
OPS: Thank you for your help John.
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO:  New orders?
A-CMO_Utoo says:
*T-CEO* CMO Utoo here...what can I do for you?
Host A-ACO_Claymore says:
::falls against the wall in the transporter room:: A-SO: better get Arman down here ::blanks out::
OPS_Blace says:
SO: For what?
CMO_Engstrom says:
*CO*  His arm is bad, im in the middle of a reconstruction,  a couple broken ribs, nothing else serious.  Ill be in touch, CMO out.
CEO_Beleares says:
A-CMO:  Your captain requires medical attention.
Host CO_Michael_Gabel says:
FCO: bring us back to the planet ... standard orbit
SO_Rya says:
OPS: For with the transporters earlier.
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO:  Right away
A_CEO_McDuggle says:
#:: is able to get sensors back online but only partically::
OPS_Blace says:
SO: No problem
A-SO_Washudoin says:
:: watches ACO fall:: *A-CMO* We need yoiu here Arman

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<END USS TITAN'S 100TH MISSION!!!!>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


